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With nearly 290,000 copies in print, Get Ready for Pre-K has been teaching and reinforcing basic

early-learning skills through rewarding activities for more than 10 years. The updated edition, with

30% new material, features the same adorable art and easy-to-follow instructions, but contains

approximately 100 new standards-based activities recognized by educators nationwide.

Early-learning skills emphasized here include writing the uppercase alphabet, counting from 1 to 10,

recognizing shapes and colors, and identifying the four seasons and the days of the week.
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You will love this book. I am a homeschooling mom and wanted something for my 3 year old. The

pages are fun and educational. My favorite thing is it has a hard cover and is spiral bound. This is

nice because the book doesn't shut if your not holding the pages down like the other books would.

Very affordable price too! For sure a 5 star.

Please, Please, Please, listen to me when I say I have bought MANY preschool books for my 4 year

old to work in. This is so far the best one!!!!!!! The second best one I bought was Mead Preschool

workbook. However, this book has LOTS of opportunities to practice writing and tracing letters and



numbers and it integrates colors into the various lessons. It also reviews seasons, directions,

etc...THIS CURICULUM HAS EVERY LESSON YOUR CHILD NEEDS TO BECOME PREPARED

FOR AND MASTER PRESCHOOL! I buy many curriculum books so my daughter is always

reviewing so I allowed her to write in this book, however if you want to give your child continued

repetition and not have to buy anymore curriculum books I suggest making copies OR BUY

TWO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I AM GOING TO PURCHASE GET READAY OF KINDERGARTEN next!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

After 4 different books I have found this series to be by far the best. A mix of game, letters, and

visual teaching pages that keep my son's attention and are really age appropriate but challenging at

times. Great book.

I highly recommend you to buy multiple copies when they are on sale. It is really worth it. So far, this

is the most liked work book by my son who is 3 years old.

All of the 4 star + reviews are dead on! This book is wonderful and I'm happy to have added it to my

resources for teaching my two year old. I truly believe it could be used alone for learning the basics

in preparation for pre-school, but when paired with hands-on activities, learning themes, and other

media it's a wonderful addition.I'm using it with my two year old. She's pretty far along on the

learning curve, but still needs my assistance. She's enthusiastic about the activities in the book. I

keep it out of reach only for when I'm working with her otherwise she'd be grabbing it.The

illustrations and text are inviting and easy on the eye. The print is large. The context covers so

much. I'm glad I came upon it. Would recommend to any parent who is working with their child on

fundamentals to learn before entering pre-k or K.My only far-fetched wish is a laminated version -

although I could tear pages out and laminate myself....

I saw this in Barnes & Noble but found it on  cheaper. I have 2.5 yr old twin boys and a lot of these

pages they can work on already. They've known their letters by sight and sound for about a year

now and anything to do with the letters they can do with ease. There is a lot of tracing that they can

just get into now such as tracing straight lines, curvy lines etc. There are some activities that they

won't be able to do for maybe a year down the road that utilize critical thinking. It's a great book that

I think can be used starting around 2 with pages for older preschool kids.

I had several different kinds of smaller, Pre-K activity books, but this has all activities in one and



progresses well through letter- and number-activities, writing, mazes, and some coloring. I call this

my 3-year old's "school book" and tell her we're practicing for when she goes to school. She opts for

this in the mornings now instead of cartoons, which I love. And I love helping her recognize what the

directions say; even though she can't read yet, she knows by the activity what she's supposed to

do.

Love this book. I bought page protectors and dry erase markers as well as a 3 ring binder. The

pages are perforated and I knew we would need to use them multiple times to practice so we tear

out the pages, put them in the protector pages and then in the binder to use over and over.
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